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a b s t r a c t 

 
We present results from density functional theory calculations referring to the magnetic properties of 13, 
55, 147 and 309 atoms Cu-Fe icosahedral nanoclusters. Aiming in finding the nanocluster with the optimum 

magnetic moment (mВ) we explored the various sizes considering several compositions and 
atomic conformations. It came out that configurations with agglomerated Fe atoms inside the Cu-Fe 
nanoclusters and pure Cu surface shell are energetically favoured as demonstrated e.g. for the Cu49Fe6 

with 2.3mВ compared to 2.1mВ of the Fe bcc. The highest magnetic moment, 3.6mВ, was found in the 

Cu12Fe case with the Fe atom located at the surface cell, while 3.18mВ was found for the Cu297Fe12 in a 

similar configuration having Fe atoms surrounded by Cu that occupy the surface shell's edges. The 
magnetic moment is mainly due to Fe's spin up - down electronic density of states difference close to the 
Fermi level (EF). In particular, the Spin-up Fe d electronic density of states are fully occupied yielding 
wavefunctions with homogeneous change distribution while the Spin-down is almost unoccupied 
exhibiting dangling bonding states close to EF. These results could be used for the design of environmental 
sustainable smart alloys with superior magnetic properties e.g. by depositing Fe or FeCu on Cu 
nanoclusters or including new elements that provide the possibility of keeping the Fe Spin up-down 
electronic occupation difference close to EF. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Environmentally friendly and sustainable magnetic nanoclusters 
and coatings are currently under investigations aiming in 
answering specific technological demands, like superior magnetic 
properties, thus being promising for several applications such as 
drug delivery, high-density magnetic recording, catalysis, sensors 
and for the production of innovative nano-robotic platforms [1e6]. 
Extensive studies revealed that alloying the classical Fe ferromagnet 
with non-magnetic elements, like Cu, provides the possibility 
of tailoring the magnetic properties interplaying with the 
crystallographic structure, especially in systems with reduced dimensions 
like thin films [7e12]. In particular, experimental studies 
demonstrated that Fe thin films on Cu(001) having up to 5 monolayers 
(ML) exhibit fct structure resulting in magnetic moment 

(MM) up to 2.5mВ, compared to (2.1e2.15 mВ) of the Fe bcc [9,10,12]. 
In addition, it came out that above 5 ML of Fe, the fct structure and 
the ferromagnetic behavior are altered, while an fct to bcc phase 
transition occurs for thicker films, above 10 Fe ML [10,12]. Theoretical 



studies on Fe/Cu(001) also found that the MM is maximum 

at the topmost Fe surface layer (2.78e2.85 mВ), while it gradually 
decreases for the layers underneath, to reach almost zero MM when 
the Cu(001) substrate is reached [11,12]. Focusing on the Fe ML on 
Cu(111), calculations referring to Fe coverage from 0.25 to 1 ML on 

Cu(111) yielded that the highest MM is 3.18 mВ for the 0.25ML, while 

the lowest is 2.7 mВ in the case of 1 Fe ML coating [8,9]. It is worth 

mentioning that in the case of a free standing monoatomic Fe wire, 

the bridge atom exhibits 3.3 mВ [13]. 
Theoretical studies on Fe13 and Fe12Cu nanoclusters reported the 
icosahedral structure as the energetically favoured and that the 

local MM on the Fe shell varies from 2.8 up to 3.54mВ [1,5]. The pure 

Fe55, Fe147 and Fe309 yielded for the outermost shell 3.19 mВ, 3.07 mВ 

and 2.98mВ, respectively, which are much higher than the MM for 

the core Fe atom(1.90 mВ,1.87 mВ and 1.80 mВ) [1,3]. In addition, at EF 

the Fe13, Fe9Cu4 and Fe55 exhibit higher electronic occupation for 
the spin majority than the spin minority, resulting in a small energy 
gap, thus classifying these clusters as half-metallic, contrary to the 
Fe147 icosahedral cluster that was found metallic [1,6]. Ab initio 
calculations found that Fe nanoclusters composed by less than 100 
atoms are more stable in fcc-like structures (icosahedral/cuboctahedral), 
while larger clusters (up to 561 atoms) prefer bcc-like 
outermost shell structures although retaining in their cores the 
smaller clusters' fcc-like structure [4]. In addition, experimental 
studied reveal that the Fe13 nanocluster most possible has icosahedral 
structure [14] while the magnetic moments of Fe clusters 

having from 25 up to 130 atoms was around 3mВ/atom and decreases 

towards the bulk value (2.2mВ/atom) for bigger nanoclusters 

(near 500 atoms) [15]. Nevertheless, the icosahedral 
structure is always favoured for the clusters of traditional fcc metals 
like Au, Cu and Ag [16e18] while the experimental production of 
pure Cu icosahedral nanoclusters with diameter less than 3.8 nm 
has been achieved [19]. 
It turns out, therefore, that the enhanced ММ in systems with 
reduced dimensions, like Fe nanoclusters and Fe thin films (up to 
5 ML) on Cu surfaces, contrary to the intuition that no MM 
enhancement is to be expected from the alloying of a magnetic (Fe) 
and a nonmagnetic (Cu) element, demonstrates the importance of 
the crystalline structure, size and interfaces in magnetism. In the 
present work we performed a systematic study on the Cu-Fe 
nanoclusters aiming in finding the optimum configuration and 
cluster's size exhibiting the highest MM. Taking into account that 
the Fe ML on Cu(111) has the same structure with the icosahedral 
cluster's faces and could be considered as an infinite cluster's surface, 



it will be also provided for comparison reasons. 
 
2. Computational details 
 
We used standard KohneSham self-consistent Density Functional 
Theory (DFT) and to the local density (LDA) and generalised 
gradient (GGA) approximations by means of the SIESTA code. For all 
elements the core electrons were replaced by norm-conserving 
pseudopotentials in the fully nonlocal KleinmaneBylander [20] 
form and the basis set was a linear combination of numerical 
atomic orbitals (NAOs) constructed from the eigenstates of the 
atomic pseudopotentials [18]. In order to improve the description 
of the core valence interactions the nonlocal partial core exchange 
correlation correction was included for Cu [21], while for the Fe 
case, the pseudopotential was evaluated for the cases of 2dimensioned 
materials and dimmers [22]. We considered several configurations 
for the Cu-Fe icosahedral 13, 55, 147 and 309 atoms' 
clusters along with the pure element clusters aiming in verifying 
the energetically favoured and the highest magnetic moment 
configuration. For the geometry optimization, the structure is 
considered fully relaxed when the magnitude of forces on the 
atoms were smaller than 0.05 eV/nm. 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
3.1. Energetics and magnetic moment 
 
Starting with the smallest 13 Cu12Fe1 cluster we considered two 
cases: a) Fe core atom for which we found the cluster's binding 
energy (Eb) of _3.35eV and Fe atom's partial MM of 1.93[mВ and b) 

Fe surface atom (1rst shell) with Eb ¼ _3.16eV and Fe MM of 3.60[ 

mВ. (4.00[ mВ when using GGA) Interestingly, while the energetically 

favoured cluster is the one with Fe core atom, the Fe at the 
surface case yields the highest MM. It should be noted that the pure 
Fe13 exhibits MM of 2.64[ mВ for the Fe core atom and 3.40[ mВ for 
each Fe surface atom, while the Cu13 exhibits a rather small MM of 

0.27[ mВ and 0.39[ mВ, respectively. The larger MM at the 1rst shell 
compared to the core are in line with previous calculations on Fe 
clusters and Cu12Fe [1,3,5]. For the case of the 55 atom Fe-Cu 
clusters we performed a detailed study considering several configurations 
and Fe compositions, Fig. 1 aiming to understand the 
behavior of the magnetic moment. Concerning the Cu54Fe1 cases, 
we found that the energetically favoured refers to the one having 
the Fe atom in the 1rst shell, while the highest MM(3.26[ mВ) when 



the Fe atomis located at the edge of the 2nd shell (cluster's surface), 
denoted as Edge position hereafter. For the outermost Cu shell 
there are two interesting basic cases: 1) Fe atoms full-cover the 
cluster's resulting in the Cu49Fe6 composition and 2) Fe atoms 
occupy the Edge sites giving the Cu43Fe12 composition. To this end 
these two main compositions where depicted for further investigation 
while the full Fe first (Cu43Fe12) and outermost (Cu13Fe42) 
shell cases along with the Fe55 were also considered for comparison 
reasons. The Cu49Fe6 clusters follow this behavior having the 
highest MM (3.33[ mВ, 3.39[ mВ with GGA) when Fe atoms occupy 
Edge sites, while the energetically favoured configuration corresponds 
to the agglomerated Fe atoms in the 1rst shell (_4.08eV). 
The Cu49Fe6 agglomerated Fe atoms' case on the 2nd shell suggests 
that the Fe atoms occupy the triangle side (Side positions hereafter) 
of the surface and are energetically more stable (_4.01eV) than the 

corresponding Edge case (_3.97eV) and has lower MM (3.06[ mВ). 
Nevertheless, the Edge and the Side cases correspond to the 
‘boundary’ cases in the sense that any other configuration with Fe 
surface atoms will have energy and MM values within these limits. 
Similar results stand for the Cu43Fe12 clusters, while the Fe55 cluster 

yields 3.26[ mВ in the 2nd shell. These results reveal the importance 
of the location of the Fe atoms, i.e. in order to increase their MM 
they have to be located at the cluster's Edge positions and surrounded 
only by Cu first neighbours. For this reason, we will focus 
on the surface Edge and Side (agglomerated) cases of Cu49Fe6 that 
also stand for the Fe composition of 10 at%. 
For the 147 and 309 Cu-Fe clusters we also focused on the surface 
Edge and Side Fe atom cases keeping the Fe composition less 
than 10 at%. For the Cu135Fe12 Edge cluster we found _4.34eV and 

3.25[ mВ (3.26[ mВ with GGA), while for the Cu138Fe9 Side 

cluster _1.53 eV and 2.73[ mВ (2.90[ mВ with GGA),., thus being 
unfavoured. Similar behavior we found for the Cu297Fe12 Edge 

cluster with energy of _4.74eV and MM of 3.18[ mВ, (3.22[ mВ with 

GGA), while the Cu294Fe15 Side cluster has _4.73eV and 2.74[ mВ 

(2.96[ mВ with GGA). These results also consolidate the finding that 

in order to increase the MM the Fe atoms need to be located at Edge 
positions and to have Cu first neighbours. 
 
3.2. Electronic and magnetic properties 
 
In Fig. 2 we present the spin polarized total and partial electronic 
density of states (EDOS) for a) 13 and b) 55 clusters when Fe 
atoms occupy the Edges sites as in the first's column insets. In 
addition, in the second's column insets the 147 and 309 Edge and 



Side EDOSs are presented for comparison reasons. In Fig. 2c the 
EDOS of Fe ML on Cu(111) is also shown. The EDOS of the smallest 
13 atom cluster exhibits discrete and localized states, while as the 
size of the cluster increases the peaks become wider approaching 
the band characteristics of the Cu(111). The Cu and Fe 3d states are 
situated between _6 eV and -2eV, while the 4s electrons and Cu 3p 
semi-core mainly exist in the low energy states and close to EF. 
From the partial EDOS we can clearly see that the Fe PEDOS is 
mainly responsible for the spin up-down differences, especially 
close to the EF, thus inducing the magnetic moment. In addition to 
magnetism, the Cu12Fe cluster is half-metallic due to the electronic 
contributions at EF only in the spin majority EDOS, in line with a 
previous theoretical study on Fe13 and Fe9Cu4 [6]. In particular, the 
spin up EDOS in occupied at EF mainly due to Cu 3d and Fe 4p 
electrons (that are partially filled, 0.3e_ (2,8e-, GGA), upon cluster's 
formation), while the Fe 4s contribute in the states around _0.2eV. 
On the contrary, the Cu12Fe spin minority EDOS has an energy gap 
of 0.4eV between the highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (named HOMO and LUMO respectively) mainly 
due to Fe 3d and Cu 3d electrons. 
Τhe 55 atom Cu49Fe6 clusters' spin up EDOS exhibits Egap of 
0.7eV for the Edge case, while in the spin down EDOS the corresponding 
Egap is almost zero (0.08eV), thus yielding, half-metallic 
character, in line with previous ab initio calculations on the Fe55 [3]. 
The spin up EDOS at the EF is mainly due to Cu and Fe 3d occupation, 
while in the corresponding spin down EDOS the Fe 3d electrons 
are dominant. The 13 and 55 CuFe clusters' half-metallic 
character is altered as the size of the cluster increases. In the inset of 
Fig. 2b's second column, the total EDOS of the 147 atoms Cu135Fe12 

(Edge) and Cu137Fe10 (Side) clusters are presented where small 
differences between the two cases and spin up-down deviations 
are depicted mainly close to EF. The absence of an energy gap reveals 
the metallic features of the alloys 147 atom clusters, similarly 
to the pure Fe147 cluster [3]. Similarly, the 309 Cu297Fe12 (Edge) and 
Cu294Fe15 (Side) clusters exhibit metallic character, in agreement 
with the alloys and pure 147 clusters and the pure Fe309 [3], while 
visible differences between the two configurations are only 
depicted close to EF. Finally, Fig. 2c depicts the EDOS of the Fe ML on 
Cu(111) that manifests metallic character mainly due to both atoms' 
3d occupation. In addition, the Fe 3d electrons are responsible for 
the spin up-down EDOS differences and the resulting magnetic 
moment. 
Aiming in understanding the electronic hybridizations that 
result in the different spin up and spin down EDOS occupations we 
plotted the wavefunctions (WF) close to EF focusing on the HOMO 



states. In Fig. 3a depicts the Cu12Fe cluster's structure, MM and 
selective WFs. It comes out that the Fe atom has the highest MM 

(3.6[ mВ) from all the understudy cases, Fig. 2a, due to the almost 

fully occupied Fe 3d EDOS and to the partial filling of the Fe 4p 
electrons (0.3e_) due to charge transfer from Fe 3d and Cu atoms. 
Indeed, in the HOMO spin up at EF (_0.01 eV), the Fe’ 4p lobes 
reveal Fe 4p e Cu 3dt2g hybridization, shown as red or blue lobes, 
mainly with the neighbouring Cu atoms (1 or 2 labelled atoms), 
respectively, Fig. 3a. In addition, Fe's symmetrical Cu atom (named 
3) reveals Cu 3dt2g e Cu 3dt2g hybridizations with its 4e5 Cu 
neighbouring atoms. On the contrary, the HOMO spin down situated 
at _0.2 eV at the Egap's energy boundary reveals two free 
dangling lobes on the Fe 3dt2g orbital and two hybrid lobes with the 
Cu (1 and 2) neighbouring atoms. The symmetrical 3 Cu atom retains 
the HOMO spin up behavior. The spin up WF at _0.2eV also 
shows dangling bonds on both Fe and the Cu (3) 4s orbitals and 
therefore anti bonding features with the neighbouring atoms. 
Concluding in the Cu12Fe cluster the filling of the Fe 4p electrons in 
the HOMO up is the reason of the metallic features, while the 
different electron occupation between the spin up and down WFs is 
the origin of the magnetic moment. 
The Cu49Fe6 HOMO spin up WF (_0.1eV) has equivalent 3dt2g 

electron distributions in all Fe and Cu atoms, while the spin down 
HOMO WF (_0.03eV) is mainly attributed to the Fe 3deg orbital 
exhibiting dangling lobes on the Fe 3dt2g orbital, in line with the 
corresponding Cu12Fe spin downHOMOWF. This Fe 3deg spin down 
state plays critical role in the presence of magnetic moment since it 
establishes one of the major differences between spin up-down Fe 
PEDOS in Fig. 2b. 
In the Cu135Fe12 cluster the HOMO up shows mirror symmetry 
mainly due to Fe1 and Fe2 4s electrons, while the nearby energy 
states exhibit the same WFs' features, although in different Fe-Fe 
axes. The Cu135Fe12 HOMO spin down WF is similar to the 
corresponding Cu49Fe6's HOMO spin down revealing Fe 3deg and Cu 
3dt2g occupations and dangling bonds on the Fe orbitals. For both 
cases the highest electron occupation is depicted in the outermost 
cell where the Fe atoms are located revealing their role in the 
presence of magnetic moment. Finally, the biggest Cu297Fe12 cluster 
exhibits Cu-Cu hybridizations and enhanced electron contribution 
in the two outermost cells, while the HOMO spin down WF is 
mainly localized on the Fe 3dt2g orbitals and in the cluster's centre 
yielding the differences between the spin up and down WFs. 
Concluding, the filling of the Fe 4p orbital in the Cu12Fe cluster, 
the Fe 4s contribution close to Fermi level for the Cu135Fe12 and the 
homogeneous change distribution of the Fe 3d and Cu 3d electrons 



in the Cu49Fe6 and Cu297Fe12 are responsible for the almost fully 
electron occupations in the spin up EDOS. On the contrary, the 
Spin-down EDOSs are almost unoccupied exhibiting dangling 
bonding wavefunctions close to EF. These spin up-spin down EDOS 
and wavefunctions differences are the electronic origin of the MM. 
Fig. 4 depicts the clusters' size dependence of MM per Fe atom 
for the GGA and LDA cases of the Cu-Fe Edge and Cu-Fe Side clusters 
as well as the Fe monolayer on Cu (001) and Cu(111) surfaces and 
available theoretical and experimental results for comparison reasons. 
We observe that the LDA and GGA provide a bottom and 
upper limit of the magnetic moment. We clearly see that the 
highest MM corresponds to the Cu12Fe cluster (independently 
whether it refers to edge or side Fe locations), while as the clusters' 
size increases the MM drops. The CuFe Edge clusters have bigger 

MM, saturating around 3.2mB, than the corresponding Side cases, 

saturating at 2.7mB (2.96mB with GGA) and pure Fe 2.9mB clusters 
using GGA [3]. In addition, these theoretical results are in line with 
the experimental data on the magnetic moments of Fe clusters 

which found that from 25 up to 130 atoms the MM is around 3mВ/ 

atom and decreases towards the bulk value (2.2mВ/atom) for bigger 
nanoclusters (close to 500 atoms) [15]. It is interesting to mention 
that although the calculations refer to clusters, the outcome can be 
extended to films and bulk systems. Indeed, we note that as the 
triangle side of the icosahedral clusters increases we see that the 
CuFe cluster's MM converge to the Fe ML on Cu(111). In addition, 

the CuFe12, exhibits slightly smaller MM (3.5mB), compared to 

Cu12Fe and Fe13 [1,3,5]. In the same figure we also provide the 
available [8] and present ab-initio Fe ML on Cu(111), as well as the 
Fe fcc [3] and Fe bcc cases [1] while the results of the Fe ML on 
Cu(001) shows higher MM than the corresponding (111) surface. 
Finally, an oxygen atom was placed next to an Fe edge atomas a first 
step towards the investigation of the oxidation process (orange 
line). We found that although that the MM of that Fe atoms decreases 

(e.g. from 2,98mBe3.39mB with GGA) it still remains higher 
than the surface and the bulk cases while the other edge Fe atoms 

almost retain their initial values (3.37mB with GGA). It turns out that 
in all cases the nano-clusters exhibit larger MM than the Fe thin 
films and bulk systems. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
We studied the structural, electronic and magnetic properties of 
the Cu-Fex (x<10%). We found that configurations with agglomerated 
Fe atoms inside the Cu-Fe nanoclusters and pure Cu surface 



shell are the energetically favoured while the highest MM per Fe 
atom was found when the Fe atoms are located at the Edge sites of 
the surface shell having Cu first neighbours. 
The CuFe MM is related to the spin up - down EDOSs differences 
that are mainly situated close to the Fermi level. In particular, the 
Spin-up Fe d electronic density of states are fully occupied yielding 
wavefunctions with homogeneous change distribution while the 
Spin-down is almost unoccupied exhibiting dangling bonding 
states close to EF. The 13 and 55 clusters are almost half-metallic, 
while the 147 and 309 cluster exhbit mainly metallic features, in 
line with the Fe clusters [4]. In all cases the nano-clusters exhibit 
larger MM than the Fe thin films and bulk systems while the alloy 
Side cluster's MM was found to decrease towards the Fe ML on 
Cu(111) value, to reach a plateau above 120 atoms. 
These results could be of use for the design of CuFe clusters and 
cluster-coating with improved magnetic properties. 
 
Figures 
 

                  
 
 
Fig. 1. CuFe icosahedral 55 atom clusters along with the corresponding magnetic moment and 
the binding energy. Green and red spheres stand for the Cu and Fe atoms. 

 



      
Fig. 2. Electronic density of states: a) Cu12Fe, b) C49Fe6 and c) Fe ML on Cu(111). In the (b), 
(c) insets the total EDOS of Edge and Side cases for 147 and 309 clusters are presented. 
Black, red, blue and green lines stand for the total, s, p and d electrons' contributions, 
respectively. 
 



      
Fig. 3. CuFe Edge clusters structure, MM ([) and HOMO WFs: a) Cu12Fe, b) Cu49Fe, c) 
Cu135Fe12 and d) Cu297Fe12. The WF's isovalue is set from _0.05 (red) up to þ0.05 (blue) e/ 
Å3.  
 



       
Fig. 4. Magnetic moment per Fe atom (mВ) of the CuFe Edge clusters (GGA/LDA with 
solid/dashed magenta line/circles), CuFe Side clusters (GGA/LDA with solid/dashed 
blue line/triangles), Fe clusters (green rhombus, data from Ref. [3]), CuFe12 (yellow 
rhombus, data from Ref. [3]), Fe ML on Cu(111) (GGA/LDA with solid/dashed red line 
stand for the results of present work and [8]), Fe ML on Cu(001) (GGA/LDA with solid/ 
dashed purple line), FeO at an edge side (orange line), (Fe fcc (black dashed line, data 
from Ref. [3]) and Fe bcc (black solid line, data from Ref. [1]). 
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